
Key Features 

Backed by Jeep®: Inspired by the legendary off-road capability of 

the Jeep line of SUVs, the Jeep® E-Bike is the most capable electric bike 
on the planet, ready for any terrain. 

VPO Technology: 1000w mid-drive motor with Variable Power 

Output Technology allows you to select between Class 1, Class 2, Class 
3, and Unlimited Modes. 

Torque sensor: Matches the amount of pedal assist needed with 

your natural power output resul ng in more range and a smoother ride, 
or select Cadence Sensor in the se ngs for more consistent power 
output. 

Precise stopping power: Fi ed with high-quality, four-piston 

hydraulic disc brakes for maximum control and heat dissipa on. 

All-terrain res: CST 26”x4.8” fat res are some of the largest on the 

market; tackle a variety of technical, off-road terrain. Similar to your 
Jeep vehicle the res can be aired down for maximum trac on in so  
sand and snow and aired up for hardpack terrains such as rocks and 
roots. 

Versa lity: Easily conquer off-road terrain including so  sand and 

snow, hardpack trails, and rocks. 

Rider flexibility: Suitable for all types of riders and available in 17 or 

19-inch frame sizes with an adjustable seat post. 

Heavy-duty: Designed to carry heavy cargo, with a 300-pound load 

capacity for transpor ng gear. Ideal for hunters or overlanders. 

No range anxiety: Capable of going long distances with just a single 

charge on a powerful motor. 

Mul ple wheel sizes available: Ability to switch to a 29" standard 

mountain bike re set for even more flexibility. 

Flexible modes: Eco, Sport, Thro le, Walk 

Premium support: The best customer service in the industry with 

USA-based reps standing by. 

109 Point Inspec on: An industry-leading quality assurance 

inspec on ensures every last bolt and connec on is checked before it 
arrives. Period. 

 Awarded the #1 All-Terrain Electric Bike by 
Electric Bike Report 

The Jeep® E-Bike features an advanced, 
torque-sensor motor system that delivers 

1000W nominal 1550W peak of unmatched 
power and a massive swappable ba ery with 

enough range to conquer epic backcountry 
adventures.    

All Jeeps in Mar ns stock have updated 
6 Blade Ba ery and VPO controller!           

Price: $4999.99 

Jeep Full Suspension 

V.P.O.  


